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Recent Publications
By AAAOM Faculty

Our faculty at the American Academy of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (AAAOM) continues to be the most productive team scholarly and academically. The recent publications from our faculty members in the fields of acupuncture, needling techniques, Chinese herbs, herbal formulas and clinical applications show that we keep bringing the frontier of Chinese medicine to the growing profession of Oriental medicine in the United States. AAAOM firmly holds the position as a leading education, service and research center in the United States of America.

Acupuncture Points


Needling Techniques


Wen Jiang, Wei Liu, Changzhen Gong, and Yifan Liu, Four Needling Techniques of Communicating Meridian Qi: as Presented in the *Great Compendium of Acupuncture and

**Wen Jiang and Changjing Gong.** Classical Needling Techniques from Neijing: Nine Needling Methods, *International Journal of Clinic Acupuncture* 2008; 17(4)

**Daiyi Tang.** How to Deal with Fear of Needles. International Journal of clinical acupuncture, Volume 16, Number 4, 2007


**Chinese Herbs**


**TCM Education**


**Herbal Formulas**


Clinical Applications


Hong Chen. Treating Endometriosis with Chinese medicine. *International Journal of Clinic Acupuncture* 2011; 20(1)

Hong Chen. Fibromyalgia with Chinese Medicine. *International Journal of Clinic Acupuncture* 2010; 19(4)


Fangming Xu, Treating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome with Acupuncture and Moxibustion, *International Journal of Clinic Acupuncture* 2008; 17(4)

Hong Chen. Fibromyalgia with Chinese Medicine. *International Journal of Clinic Acupuncture* 2010; 19(2)


Professional Trends

Changzhen Gong, Modern Miracles from Traditional Herbs, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2011.

Clinical Research and Essays

Fangming Xu, The Relationship Between Liver Meridian and Frontal Lobe in Depression Acupuncture at Taichong Point: A Resting -State fMRI Study. *Chinese J of
Integrative medicine, 2011,31(5):640-648
Fangming Xu, On the progress of research into the relationship between acupoints and brain evidenced by fMRI of Shanghai Acupuncture-moxibustion,2010, 29(8):486-489


Fangming Xu, Hypothesis about All Twelve-Meridian Connected Directly with Brain. J of Chinese Acupuncture, 2007,27 (9):695-697
Fangming Xu, Study on Corresponding Areas in Brain for Meridian of Liver and Lung with fMRI. J of Chinese Acupuncture, 2007, 27 (10):749-752

Fangming Xu, Study on Areas of Brain Activated by Stimulating at Five-shu-point of Liver Meridian with fMRI. *J of Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine*, 2007, 23(4):224-227

Brian Grosam, “Perimenopause: An Acupuncture Research Study (Part I)” International Journal of Clinical Acupuncture Volume 18, Number 1, 2009

Brian Grosam, “Perimenopause: An Acupuncture Research Study (Part II)” International Journal of Clinical Acupuncture Volume 18, Number 2, 2009


Cui Han and Hua Sun, Effects of Electro-Acupuncture on the Number and Binding Activity of 5-HT1 and 5-HT2 Receptors in the Cerebral Cortex of Chronic Stress Depression Model Rats, *International Journal of Clinical Acupuncture*, Volume 14, Number 2, 2005.

**Acupuncture in Classics**


**Book Reviews**


**Acupuncture Journals**


Short Articles

Brian Grosam, “Herbs to Treat Perimenopause,” Chinese Medicine in Practice, Fall 2011
Brian Grosam, “Visiting a TCM Hospital in China,” Chinese Medicine in Practice, Fall 2010
Brian Grosam, “Complicated Cases Need Adaptable Practitioners,” Chinese Medicine in Practice, Fall 2009
Brian Grosam, “Perimenopause Clinical Research Study,” Chinese Medicine in Practice, Fall 2008
Wen Jiang, Effective Needling on Fengchi (GB 20), Meridian, September 2006.
Xiangdong Yu, Treating Parkinson’s Disease with Scalp Points, Meridian, September 2006.


Cui Han, Filiform Needling Methods on Zhongwan (RN 12), *Meridian*, February 2006.

Wen Jiang, Clinic Application of Green Dragon Swaying Its Tail (Qing Long Bai Wei), *Meridian*, February 2006.


### AAAOM Newsletters

Leila Nielsen and Jesse Katzman, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2011

Leila Nielsen and Jesse Katzman, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2011

Leila Nielsen and Jesse Katzman, Editors, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2011

Leila Nielsen and Jesse Katzman, Editors, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2010

Leila Nielsen and Jesse Katzman, Editors, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2010

Leila Nielsen and Jesse Katzman, Editors, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2010

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2009

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2009

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2009

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2008

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2008

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2008

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2007

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2007

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2007

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2006

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2006

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2006

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Fall 2005

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Summer 2005

Leila Nielsen, Editor, *Chinese Medicine in Practice*, Winter 2005
To Be Submitted

**Wen Jiang and Changzhen Gong**, Five Needling Techniques of Regulating Qi

**Changzhen Gong**, Acupuncture and Evidence-Based Medicine

**Changzhen Gong**, Eight Schools of Though in Acupuncture Theory and Practice

**Changzhen Gong**, Eight Contemporary Schools of Thought in Acupuncture Theory and Practice

**Wei Liu and Changzhen Gong**, Auxiliary Manipulations of Filiform Needles Applied to Acupuncture Needles

**Yifan Liu and Changzhen Gong**, Auxiliary Manipulations of Filiform Needles Applied to Acupuncture Points and Meridians